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Stay my baby, just this way  
till forever and a day.

Tiny fingers, teeny toes—but baby won’t stay 
little for long! Children grow from newborns 
bundled tight to toddlers taking their first steps 
in no time. 

In sweet, rhyming verse, Stay My Baby 
expresses the feelings of wonder and love for a 
new baby, with a promise that, no matter how 
big they get, they will always have a special 
place in their family’s hearts.
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Told in rhyming verse, this board book featuring photos of babies and toddlers explores the love between 
parent and child and promises children that they will stay in the hearts of their caregivers forever.
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KEY SELLING POINTS
• Stay My Baby reflects on the heart tug of feeling the joy of watching a child grow up 

while also feeling a protective wish to hold them close forever. 
• Sweet rhyming verses accompanied by inviting photographs of babies, toddlers and 

diverse families make this board book an appealing read for all caregivers as they 
marvel over the babies in their lives. 

• Author and educator Lana Button was inspired to write this story while saying goodbye 
at the airport to her university-bound daughter.
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Stay my baby, just this way
till forever and a day.



Tiny fingers. 
Tightest grip.







Teeny toes. 
But what a kick!



Cutest little lips around
make the most impressive sound.





Bundled tight but wiggle free.
Look how strong you’re bound to be!



Bundled tight but wiggle free.
Look how strong you’re bound to be!



Brightest eyes that seem to say,
“Watch me grow! I’ll start today!”







So with each step I’ll watch you grow,
never really letting go.



I’ll just save this precious space
in my heart—a special place







where, my baby, 
you will stay



till forever and a day.
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